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told me to go to Old Man fellow Horse.
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Thart's the one that used to have—

they ,Use to invj.te him all around in there.
Yeah, SkeVie,'yeah, way around.

.

I went to several places out there".

And I, come back^ when I come back I went over

there and told them Old Man Sun Eagle and them I told them and they thanked
' me<for it.

>
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(And this was all in oriejday?) ' - . " • '
- . *-
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I -One day ye^ah. MayDe^next day—because I'm tired,of riding—next day go back
ana tell thenu

=
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•
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OTHER ^INCIDENTS AND REMEMBERING - - •.•-"*"
Mrs. Osborne:

They use to.all live in the country^ then..

%

"

' And when they ,had that I can't forget that—went right Here where something-I told them that, they give me something good.- That time we had big camp, •
took camp over.there, had .thje trees around, like you. say. willows, way big
circle. Right there they, had, well, during, the ceremony the'men get up go to-and when the Old Man White Eagle' there sittdn! in this--old man^ Ramoha, just
"going to doctor, .just get around, he couldn't you know, walk, cauldnlt do anyr
• thing.
I

Before, they sit down, Old Man Charlie^Allan, he brought the old man.

Mrs. Osborne:

Them* Skedee you inow.'' •

.

. ' .' -^

He brought the old man Charlie. And we went over after two boys, Sun -Eagle'
and Old Man Shooter's' and told them that he wanted 'that main pipe that they
use ^Pawnefe word). They give it to him. They give it to Old Man White Eagle
"and brought Old .Man White Eagle to meet hitn. Old Manv White Eagle look (Pawnee
word) like this.
Mrs. Osborne:
way you know.
cigarette.

So** that means that he give me a horse you know. '

That's what Pop was telling you last night.

They give that

It's a pipe you know, and they give, you a horsQ, or either a
,

' "

'

Yeah,' I fixing to use that main pipe whatever they want to do, you know, .they
use that.

They sit down and after that'-s over—after' that's "over next, day,

like theyrre going to have dance next day, I have to go one day, I tell 'em

